Influence of alcohol intake on the parameters evaluating the body center of foot pressure in a static upright posture.
To examine the influence of alcohol intake on various parameters evaluating the change in body center of foot pressure during a static upright posture, 11 healthy young males and females gave measures of blood pressure, heart rate, whole body reaction time, standing on one leg with eyes closed, and body stability for 60 sec. in the Romberg posture (open eyes, closed feet) before and after the alcohol intake. The measurement was made with an Anima's stabilometer G5500. Data sampling frequency was 20 Hz. The subjects drank alcohol (Japanese sake 540 ml) within 10 min. After 10, 20, and 30 min. of alcohol intake, the same measurements were carried out. 24 parameters with higher trial-to-trial reliability were selected from the following 7 domains: distance, mean center of foot pressure, distribution of amplitude, area, velocity, frequency (power spectrum), and direction (vector) of body-sway and velocity. Parameters for distance, velocity, and area of body-sway significantly changed after alcohol intake, but the mean center of foot pressure and frequency of body-sway were unchanged. It was inferred that the mean center of foot pressure and frequency for body-sway did not change even if a nervous function decreased by the alcohol intake, and an upright posture was maintained by increasing the distance, area, and velocity of body-sway. Further, body-sway tends to increase in the medial/lateral direction as compared with the anterior/posterior direction.